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University Status
Endorsed By Many
Organizations
Endorsements supporting un- ters throughout the college
iversity status for Eastern have service area.
pouted in from dozens of civic,
Chapter* Give Endorsement
professional and alumni organAlumni chapters giving their
izations throughout Kentucky. endorsement include:
To date, some a** organizaPulaski County, Breathltt
tions have gone on'. record en- County, Fayette County, Perry
thusiastically endorsing the is- County, Harlan County, Trisue, which is expected to be State Chapter In Ashland area,|
presented to the General As- Pike County, McCreary County,
sembly as port of an adminls- Northern Kentucky, and the
tra.v.ii-backcd euuci.tlon bill at Louisville and Jefferson Counthe current session of the Leg- ty Chapter.
islature.
Appealing frequently in the
And more are coming in acendorsement are statements
cording to college officials who such as that made by the RichBay that groups throughout the mond Altrusa Club. "Certainstate are calling to lend their ly, Eastern's growth and develsupport. (Some of the resolu- opment in the past five years
tions appear on page two of is more than note-worthy, and
the Progress.)
to be granted university status
would be earned rcognltion for
Endorse Proposal
that which has already been acIn addition to community or- complished
and also would enganizations, city and county of- able this fine institution to furficials of areas served by East- ther expand its graduate offerern are endorsing the univer- ings and thus render an even
sity status proposal.
greater service to the broad
So far, endorsements have area which It now serves."
been received from the followPresident Martin Comment*
ing organizations in Richmond:
Rotary, Kiwanis, Civltan,
President Martin has said that
Lions, Chamber of Commerce, granting Eastern universty
Farm Bureau, Senior Women's status "is only recognizing the
Club, Junior Chamber of Com- kind of institution that it is;
merce, W o m e n's Auxiliary, namely, a large, multi-purpose
Junior Women's Club, Saturday university."
Afternoon Matinee Musicals,
He said that it is i" accord
Altrusnf"»«« ■''■B »«» Owner" * with "the normal developmental
Other Richmond groups in. pattern of Institutions such as
chide Madison County Bar As- Eastern and in keeping with a
sociation, Garden Club,. Veter- national trend which already
ans of Foreign Wars, American covers most of the states."
Legion, Elks, Masonic Lodge,
Daughters of American Revolution, Business and Professional Women's Club, Richmond
Ministerial Association, Cecilian Club, Exchange Club and
D. A. V.
Richmond Mayor Approves
Also giving endorsements
were Mayor Chester Luxon and
Police Judge Tommy M Smith,
Richmond, and Madison County
The 408-page Eastern annual
Judge Robert Turley.
The 1965 Milestone was in a
Other organizations include
the Kentucky River Foothills class by itself last year, accordDevelopment Committee, Mayor ing to magazine reports from
Clint Hensley of Berea, the Be- the three major national rating
rea Lions Club, Mayor Kelly services.
The
408-page
annual
Sampton of Beattyville, and
ayor Francis Green Miller of was the lone college or univerIrvine.
„.
. sity yearbook to receive top
The Executive Committee of ratings from more than one nathe Eastern Alumni Association tional journalism association,
endorsed university status, as association. Each awarded the
did each of the alumni chap- Milestone its top rating, unofficially marking the first time
this feat has been accomplished.
• •
'•
The Milestone was one of
only three books in its class
to receive the AH-American
honor rating from Associated
College Press, whose headquarters are at the University of
Minnesota. Others were from
, Six Eastern ROTC graduates the University of Notre Dame
[were commissioned second" lieu- and University of North Datenants to the U.S. Army Re- kota.
Columbia University's press
serve last Friday after completing requirements for the service gave only 6ne other
Medalist iatlng besides the'
'bachelor's degree.
i Colonel Everett N. Smith, Pro- Milestone's award. The Nationfessor of Military Science, ad- al School Yearbook Association
ministered the oath of office, listed only six A-plus awards,
'and John L. VlcKers, executive Including the Milestone. .
All enrollments competed in
assistant to the President, presented the new officers tneir the same division in the Columbia and NSYA contests.
[commissions.
Research by Foote & Davies,
Commissioned were: Arden
D. Henderson, South Shore, Inc., Atlanta, printers of the
has revealed no othi Corps of engineers; Stephen A. Milestone,
Mullins, Flalwoods, Corps of er instance where one college
university has ever won the
'^Engineers; Joseph W. Oatson, or
mythical "Triple Crown."
Louisville, Infantry.
Eastern's student publications
William Ostermeyer, Belle- —the Milestone and the Eastvue, Ordnance, Corps; William em Progress, weekly student
C Thorpe, Mallandaie, Fla., ln- newspaper — have won 25 high
entry, and Erlan E. Wheeler, national awards in the last five
ncinnati. Quartermaster Corp.
Eastern will commission 33 years.
Editor of the '65 Milestone
Army officers during the 1988-66 was Francis Jay Roberts, presschool year. Twenty-two cadets ently a graduate assistant at
Will be commissioned following Uit University of California at
paring commencement exercises Davis. He is the son of Mr. and
Jind five in August.
Mrs. Francis Roberta, Richmond.
I
Director of student publications Is Don Feltner, Eastern
coordinator. of public .affairs.

Milestone
Rates Tops
In The Nation

Majority Of Members Favors
Renaming, Graduate Programs
For Eastern. State Colleges

Students Register For Spring Semester
Although bad weather set the Sprwig
semester registration back a day, registration
WAS a smooth operation. The event is the
same each time with students forming never

6,336 Registered; Higher Number Expected

Cooperation Key To Smooth
Spring Semester Registration
Spring semester has started
with ft,336 students registered.
The figure is expected to climb
even higher after the final day
of registration, tomorrow.
Cooperation was the key to
the success of second semester
registration. Administration concerned about the bad weather
conditions moved all registration back a day. Special help
was given to students who had
difficulties in registering at the
proper time. At mid-week some
13 students from the. Eastern
states who had made arrangements with the college were
just arriving for registration.
Registration was under the
direction of Dean Ambrose and
Dean Park. Both deans commended the Student Council for
their great efforts in aiding the
registration. "The Student Council helped their fellow students
in areas where a student's viewpoint was needed. This gave
the administration time to work
on some of the more major

ROTC Cadets

Commissioned

r

Milestone

Workers Wanted
Applications are now in the
Milestone office for Milestone
sports stsif workers and typists. The applicants must be
dependable,
accurate and
witling to spend some time
working. Applications may
be secured in the Milestone
office, room 8, Roark Building.

Mrs. Janet Oldham
In Hospital
Mrs. Janet Oldham, assistant
professor of English, has a
cracked pelvis from an accident
just preceding the semester
break. In six to eight weeks
she expects to be back teaching
at Eastern. She is now recuperating in Pattie A. Clay Hospital.

ending lines to sagm up for their classes.
Registration; for the Spring semester totalled
6,336 Saturday with a higher number expected.

problems," Dean Ambrose stat
ed.
■ Student Council Aided
Many suggestions by, the Student Council were put into use
at this time. The Council utilized the arrangement of the
Combs building and moved the
waiting lines inside, thus providing warmth and shelter for
the students.
Inside Weaver gym the Council was responsible for having
the subject cards hung high in
order to allow them to be seen
easier. An efficient lost and
found booth was also manned
by this group.
Dean Park said
"Council
workers were very conscientious
and they saw to it that their
members were available In key
positions throughout the registration process." This was the
second time the Student Council has assisted the Registrar
at registration.
Pro-Registration Eased Strain
"Pre-registratlon of eligible
sophomores, juniors, and seniors

took much of the pressure off
of the regular registration,"
Dean Park remarked. Registration of freshmen with the upperclassmen also eased the
strain of registration T h is
plan was felt to be very beneficial by both of the deans. This
was the smoothest registration
ever according to the comments
of the faculty to Dean Park.
Dean Ambrose said, "We did
a planned four days of registration In three due to the snow,
but still weren't overcrowded.
The organization and co-operation of everyone, students and
faculty alike, was deeply appreciated by the Registrar's office."

Don Feltner

A bill to rename Eastern and
the other, three large state colleges as universities, Introduced
Thursday in the House of Representatives, yesterday received
approval by a House Committee
on Education and was given its
first reading.
The bill—House Bill 238—is expected to be given its second I
and third readings today and
Monday and to be put up for
vote in the House early next
"week.
Fifty-four signatures are now
on the bill that would redesignate Eastern as Eastern Kentucky University, as well as
make other noticeable changes
in the structure of Kentucky's
system of public higher education.
A simple majority is required
for passage in both the House
and Senate. There are 100 members in the House of Representatives, 38 in the Senate.
Rep. Osborn Is Sponsor
Sponsor of the bill, which consists of major recommendations
of the Governor's Commission
on Higher Education Including
renaming of the large state colleges and authorization of these
institutions to award graduate
degrees in fields other than education, is Rep. Ted Osborn, DLexington.
If the legislation Is passed by
both the House and Senate and
signed by the Governor, the effective date would be June 20—
90 days after the conclusion of
the current session of the General Assembly.
It is expected that, if the
legislation is successful, the respective Boards of Regents of
the four institutions would agree
to a common date of July 1 for
change in status.
Eastern and Western state colleges would be known as Eastern
Kentucky University and Western Kentucky University while
Murray and Morehead would be
Murray State University and
Morehead State University.

parable to those listed for. the
University of Kentucky Community College System. . ."
Revised Structure
The bill would also revise the
section of the Kentucky Revised
Statutes concerning the organizational structure and some of
the functions of the Council on
Public Higher Education.
Basically, it restricts voting
privileges on the Council to nine
lay members appointed by the
Governor and provides only advisory rights to the presidents
of the state universities and
colleges.

Applications Being Taken
For Best Dressed Coed
Applications are now available in the Progress office to
select Eastern's best-dressed coed in connection with the tenth
annual contest of Glamour Magazine to find the "Ten BestDress College Girls."
Eastern has again been asked to enter a representative,
and the Progress is sponsoring
the contest to select an on-campus winner. Last year over 301
colleges in 42 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico
and Canada sent entries to the
magazine, and even more are
expected this year.
The judging standards used
by the Glamour Magazine and
by the Progress committee are:
1. A dear understanding of her
fashion type. 2. A workable
wardrobe plan. 3. A suitable
campus look (she's in line with
local customs). 4. Appropriate
—not rah, rah—look for offcampus occasions.
5. Individuality in her use of
colors, accessories. 6. Imagination in managing a clothes
budget. 7. Good grooming, not
just neat, but impeccable.

8. Clean, shining, well-kept
hair. 9. Deft use of make-up
(enough to look pretty, but not
overdone). 10. Good figure,
beautiful posture. Campus activities and off-campus interests are also important In
choosing the co-ed who will represent Eastern.
Applications Are Available
Any who is interested in the
contest is urged to fill out an
application blank. They are
available now, and can be obtained from committee chairmen Brenda Philpot in Clay
Hall, room 1020; or, "Nancy
Prinzel, McGregor Hall, room
639. They must be turned in
by Monday, February 21. A
snapshot is required. Also, anyone who wishes to suggest a
contestant contact the chairmen of the Progress office.
The semi-finalists on Eastern's campus will be notified
before February 25, following
an Interview with the committee, A schedule for interview
will be arranged by the chairmen, and each entrant will be
notified In advance.

Miss Cheerleader USA Contest Set

The Progress will again sponsor the annual selection of
Eastern's Miss Cheerleader. A
tentative date of March 3 has
been set for a campus-wide
election. The election will be
Don Feltner, coordinator of conducted by the Student Counpublic affairs, has been named cil Election Committee.
Kentucky membership 'chairThe contestants In this year's
man of the National Council of election are the current cheerCollege Publications Advisers.
leaders: Ann Miller, sophomore
The national association is a from Elizabethtown; Jeri Fedprofessional organization for derson, sophomore from Cincinadvisers of college and uni- nati; Paula Fitzgerald, freshman from Cynthlana; Sarann
versity student publications.
from
Feltner is adviser of Eastern's Shepherd, sophomore
award-winning student publica- Versailles; and Becky Sizer,
He remained in the Active tions-The Milestone and The junior from Louisville.
Eastern's Miss Cheerleader
Army Reserve and was as- Eastern Progress—two of the
signed to the 100th Division country's leading prize-winners. for the past year has been Miss
Hendricks who also won
serving as a regimental comAdvises 'Triple Crown' Winner Dianne
the title of Miss Cheerleader
mander. Later he was selected
The
Milestone
this
year
won
for and assumed the duties as the mythical "Triple Crown" of USA last year.
The winner of the Miss EastAssistant Division Commander.
He returned to active duty with journalism, receiving top rat- ern Cheerleader contest will subings
from
each
of
the
three
mit
an entry form with pictures
the 100th Division during the major national journalism ratBerlin buildup in September ing services, including the All- to Miss Cheerleader USA contest sponsored by Florida Cy1961.
American from the Associated
Gardens, Inc.
General Butler assumed Com- Collegiate Press, the A-plus press
Finals In Florida April 10
mand of the 100th Division from National School Yearbook
Five finalists will be selected
(Training) following the retire- Association, and the Medalist from photographs and entry
ment of Major General Dillman from the Columbia Press Asblanks. Each one will win an
A. Rash on August 10, 1964.
sociation.
all-expense trip to Cypress GarHe rose to the rank of LieuSome 25 high national honors dens and arrive April 8, 1966.
tenant Colonel in slightly more have been won by the Eastern The finals will be on April 10,
than three years alter receiv- student publications during the Easter Sundayj before an audiing his commission, and is to- past five years.
ence
of cheerleaders from
day one of the Army's youngest
Feltner said the membership throughout Florida.
generals.
The winner will be chosen
drive for Kentucky will begin
March 1 ana continue until by her ability to lead cheers and
Active in Civilian Affairs
April 1. Eligible for member- enthuse a crowd. She will reGeneral Butler was one of the ship in NCCPA are advisers of ceive a $200 scholarsnip, a trooutstanding figures In agri- all college, university, or Junior phy, a complete Jantzen wardculture in Kentucky.
From college student publications, he robe, and a 9^4 horsepower
1946 to 1955, he served as As- said.
Johnson outboard motor. As a
sistant and County Agent in
Founded in 1855, NOCPA-is contestant on "To Tell The
Fayette County. In the fall of represented in nearly all of the Truth" she will have a chance
1955, ne was elected as Commis- 50 states, the District of Colum- to stump the panel as Dianne
sioner for the State of Kentucky bia, Canada and Mexico.
did.
and served in this capacity until
Dianne Active On Campus
Function* Widely
I960. '
Petite Dianne Hendricks is
In addition to regular servAt the time of the mobiliza- ices provided to member insti- a physical education major.
tion of the 100th Division (Train- tutions, it conducts nationwide Among her rewards of being
ing), he was serving In an ex- Research on high school journal- Miss Cheerleader USA she has
ecutive capacity In the state ism, on collegt. magazine and a four foot trophy (just one foot
government as Director of the yearbook comtracts, and other shorter than herself), a pair of
Division of Farm Management areas of interest to. the publi- water skies, a $200 scholarship
and appeared in New York on
and Director of Institutional oations adviser.
The association also provides the television show "To Tell The
Farm Study.
a
network
of
authorities
across
Truth."
General Butler has received
Dianne was last year's Miss
numerous agriculture and ed' the nation to answer campus
publications
problems
for
both
Eastern and represented the
ucational awards and in 1950,
school in the Mountain Laurel
(Continued on page «i
j «dvisere and administrators,

Named Chairman
Of Advisors Council

The bill would authorize Eastern and the- other "new" universities to offer graduate programs at the masters degree
level in education, business and
the arts and sciences; and work
beyond the masters to meet the
requirements for leadership and
other educational certificates.
It also provides for research
and service programs directly
related to the needs of the primary geographic areas served
by these institutions and authorizes development of programs
of a community college nature
In their own communities "com-

contest. She is a member of
Kappa Delta Tau, KYMA Club,
PEMM Club, and WRA. Her
many activities have included

being an ROTC sponsor, a member of CWENS and an interest and entnusiassm in Eastern
and its affairs.

Major General Butler
To Speak Here Monday
Major General Benjamin J.
Butler, Commanding General,
100th Division (Training), will
speak here on the position of
the U.S. Army Reserve in the
nation and community relations.
The discussion will be primarily for Military Science
students who are urged to attend, but everyone is wolcome.
The program will take place in
the Grise Room of the Combs
Building as a part of a combined
meeting of AU8A and Scabbard
and Blade Monday at 6:80 p.m.
Major General Butler, bom in
Trimble County, is the highest
ranking general in Kentucky
and one of the President's advisors on . Reserve Component
Affairs. General Butler is currently employed by the Louisville Space Center as Executive
Vice President and Geneial
Manager.
U.K. Grad
He is a graduate of the University of Kentucky, 1941. holding the BS degree in Agriculture. He was commissioned as
Second Lieutenant, Infantry on
May 28, 1841. and began his active military career on June 26,
1941 attending the Basic Infantry Officer Course, Fort Benning, Ga.
Upon completion of the course,
he was reassigned to the Infantry Replacement Training
Center, Camp Wheeler, Ga.,
where be served as Platoon
Leader and Company Commander until January 1943.
In June 1946, he was separated from the active service.

Miss Cheerleader U.S.A.
Eastern will again elect an entrant for the Miss Cheerleader
U.S-A. contest which our own Dianne Hendricks, a physical
education major from Louisville won tast year. The Progress is sponsoring the campus contest. Florida Cypress
Gardens, Inc. is the sponsor of the contest to be held April
10.
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Letters Of-Support

Numerous Groups Endorse University Status
Downs of endorsements have ^n. «***"}
bv college officials from civic, professiosal and
Indorsations t^ughoutKentucfcs^upporting university status for Eastern. Some oi
them appear below:
^ga-W,
The LoinsvHle Chapter of theBeSem
Kentucky State College Alumni Association,
afterfull consideration of the ?««««» here
mwlved, and talcing Into con-dewtom tte
"mrted opportunities and urgent need for graduate faci^es in Kentucky beyond tiioae now
otreWd, and evaluating the physical Udj*
eanizational facilities, together with the faculty,
help to buUd a greater Kentucky.
Francis G. Miller, Mayor
City of Irvine
We the undersigned, members of the
Junior Woman's Club of »*«"«?•£ **£?n
and support the proposal to ^tevate Eastern
KentuckyState College to the status of a university. (24 signatures).
Mrs. Elmer Curry, President
Junior Woman's Club of Richmond
R has come to the ****an*^.vS^
of Directors of the Richmond Chambw of Commerce that consideration is being given to
granting university statue to Eastern Kentucky
^S»3 action is deserved and would have my
personal approval, as well as the «wwlo|
S^Board ot Directors of the Richmond
Chamber of Commerce. . .
Dr. W. R Isaacs, President
Richmond Chamber of Commerce
The people of Beattyville and Lee County
are ^ S, interested at Eastern Kentucky
State College. The way it a«0tVsOSe*
veloped has been amazing. We are proud
that our young men and women have such a
fine college to attend.
.
Therefore, it seems Stttng at th« time to
make Eastern a *****£!_ ternJggjg
people in most all organizations and csvicduM
here in Lee County, and everyone»_for it
This definitely would be a step to™™J**
would mean great progress for the commonwealth of Kentucky.
KeUey Hampton, Mayor
City of Beaatyvilie

has aJready been accomplished and would also
enable this fine institution to further expand
its graduate offerings and thus render an even
*-- service to the broad area which it now
The Rtehmond AMruse Club, a member j»f
Altrusa International, tat, wishes to s*"ej>«f
Xlehe»rted endorsement to thte £•**•£
dation of the Commission on Higher Education.
Richmond AKrusa Club
Mrs. Mary Adams Long, President
Richmond Lodge No 25 F. 4 AM., at *»
last regular meeting, voted lamiunoua^rtojMK.
dorse the resolution making Eastern Kentaesy
State College a unwersMy.
We pledge our full support and offer_ ear
assistance in anything that we may be able *»
do to bring thai about
Fred L. BaBou, Secretary
Richmond Lodge No. 25, F. & AM.
Masonic Temple
The Mehmond Women's Club voted unanimously to to support a l***™*™* i?
just been presented to the if*"**^***!
Eastern Kentucky State College be grartted
university status.
Mrs- William F. Pollock, Corresponding See.
Richmond Woman's Club
Upon a suggestion having beer, madei_
there having been no objecrajne, the Saturaaay
Afternoon Matinee Mustcato Club gees on*
cord as endorsing any plan that «^M euH»
Eastern Kentucky State Ooktege becoming a
university.
Mrs. John W. Conner, Jr., President
Saturday Afternoon Matinee Muswate Club
. of the
The McOreary County
Eastern Kentucky State Coll _ Alumni As^the
sociation, wishes to go on record i
^ of the
name, ••University" to be used
to this inword, "College,'' when referr
y. Done
stttution located at Richmond,
day of
at Wmttey (Sty, Kentucky,
January, 1908.
« Lester P. Cooper,
McCreary County Alumrrt Chapter
The Board of Directors of the Perry
County Chapter of the Eastern Alumni AsMCtabU wbrJebeaatedry endorse the rtsohiutontemate Eastern a university. We believe
because of her growth and the first rate tob
of producing excellent teachers, admanietrators,
and other leaders for our state and nation, she
deserves to be called a university.
James F. Cornett President
Perry County Chapter

The following resolution was *%>&£*£
the officers of the Pike Onaag; Ahimni Chapter
of Bastem Kentucky Slate College on January
28. 1W6:
«_,^^
Whereas, Eastern Kentucky State College
has for many years provided top quality education for the young men and women of tne
state; and
Whereas Eastern is now a mnlla-purpnse
institution providing training at both the undergraduate and graduate levels; and
Whereas, the general J^»e will «•»
wRh more favor the unteeraaty ,»*«!"•.
Whereas, wtth the increased demands of
an ever-increasing number of high school graduates who are seeirihg quality training » a
greater variety of academic ereas; and
Whereas, we bebete with the vast economic resources of Kentucky there is room
for an expansion of education at the university
level
Now, therefore, the officers of the PUce
County Alumni Chapter of Eastern Kentucky
State College heartily recommend to the General Assembly that Eaatem Kentucky State
College be accorded university status.
William Hiekman, Jr., President
m*hrvwuimw.'
Pihe County Aluaaai Chapter

We, the Harian County Chapter •*«*
Eastern Alumni Association, do wholeheartedly
recommend that Eastern Kentacky State College be granted university status.
^^
W. tee* Eastern * organised for ana dWH*
the work of a university and should be recognised as such.
-_^»_
Paul Hughes, rVestdentt
Itarton County Chapter
The Richmond Garden; Club supports uni.
versity status for Eastern.
Mrs. Douglas Chenault, President
Richmond Garden Club
Thai "letter ta te let yott know ofrWalrythat
the Exchange Club of RichnjofM went on record
a* their regular meeting Monday.January SI,
MS* as endorsing the proposed change of status af Eastern Kentucky State College to uninnly.
Claude R BWtas, Secretary
Exchange Club of Richmond

We have been readteg w*tii great interest
the news that Eastern State College may poasibly soon achieve teJynath status
Certainly, fts*«t* growth end teveJop-

mentta ** ** _** *■».*» "»"L***Jg*f:

Z&'£iZrj^V& winch

The members of the Richmond Lion's Club
of Madison County, Kentucky, endorses Eastern
Kentucky State College for university status.
J. R. Mavity, President
Richmond1 Lion's Club
I favor fte changedeslgnation of Eastern
from college to university for more than one
reason or fact. Eastern/ provides training in
several fields of learning and she has the phystoat paean — facUtoe* ■#.■.»■»■,■
operated tMserstty - «•*??** *S£?±
As en alarnnas of fliitaarl (■*«* «**•»
grew to collet* teveft I m *»»* * **•
Eaatem m my original Anna Mater Co*
gretulartens far building aech a gwisiudeaa
aiaatllaskaaak

C. S. Date

628 Ttetson
*y
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Beaters

Club Work Lacking

Eastern be given —Haste sterns,
W« teet tbat tkis would aid «ar aiumntUi
being safe te pgeasste oar Ahne Mater, and
•**• l>W«a»>*h n status weak ht
•I amen benefit ***** <» be of greater
, service te rhe ****** «•» ** **
CouwttonweaMa ef Kentacky.
Dr. Witts C. Pe#er, President
TrWtate Alamo* Chapter

THE ACADEMIC YEAR ef 1965-66
is slowly approaching a close at we
new tee ourselves at the half-way
mork.
Looking ov*r the past one-half
Of this year, we see Eastern sorely
lacking in one area. Club work.
We see that the clubs on Eastern's campus have been less active
this year than ever before, especially in the realm of providing activities for the college community.
It is a shame for a campus the
size of Eastern with the numerous
recognized organizations it has
that these organizations can function in no other way other than to
assemble once a year te have their
picture takeh for the "Milestone."
There are quite a few county organizations, honorary societies, departmental clubs, professional
clubs, religious groups, and service
organizations.
The main purpose of these
clubs is to seek and provide the
needs of their own active members,
a most admirable objective accomplished by most of the groups, iuf
what becomes of the rest of the
students on campus who do not
participate in clubs, or who maintain membership in the clubs that
have limited meetings and meeting
times? The needs of these stud"
enfs are not met or rarely met.
These are the students who
complain that there fa nothing to
dp on campus and thus go home
to become the proverbial "suitcnsers," or seek activity away from

1 hare been mformed that Easternia seeking te obtaan onwerstty status. As Mayor of
the City ofTrvine, and speaking, I am sure, for
the catiaens of Irvine, I would like to endorse
this imne. at would be a great step forward
for education in Kentucky, besides the obvious
benefits that would accure to the students
who attend jour college from tfus Immediate
If 1 an be of any help to you in your
effort to obtain tins status, do not hesitate to
call on me- By working together to improve
all areas of our community We, we can an
and the potential that could be added to the
present physical and teaching facilities have.
RESOLVED that the Legislature of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky should designate
Bastem Kentucky State College a university
with the full powers and responsllMhties of a
university, end should pass enabling legislation
which would make possible the »ostitutiej» of
graduate u-atoang and degrees at this ©allege.
The Alumni have taken into consideration
the accreditation of Eastern Kentucky State
College, the long and proud history of Eastern
as a teacher-training institution (with emphasis
on the tee that It has trained more teachers
who have served Kentucky's classrooms than
any other Institution), and thus have arrived
at th* conclusion as a means to alleviate the
shortage which now exists in Kentucky.
The above is submitted aa the consensus
of the Louisville and Jefferson County, Kentucky, Ahimnt
Sidney Baxter. President
Loinsvnte and Jefferson County Chapter

EASTERN
PROGRESS
Weekly Student
Kantaaf

i.

af
Cattege

Entered as Second Class matter at the
Pest Office in Richmond, Kentucky.
Pubrhmed we*My throughout the school
year and twice during the summer term, except For examination periods and holidays, by
the authority af the. Board of Student Publications at Eastern Kentucky State College,
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campus. As far as we can interpret these claims, we must admit
that there is more truth thon fiction
to the common gripe.
As there are no organizations
on campus whose primary function
it is to provide for the social and
activity needs of the student body,
the logical conclusion is that these
needs should be met by the other
clubs.
There ar9 several organizations who have worked rather diligently at providing for these
needs, but several groups cannot
do if all.
The attendance at the functions provided by these groups
prove* the need and desire for
moire: There are dances provided
by different organizations after
most of the home games, but these
are not enough either.
Dances and other social functions can be a profit making activity for the clubs. The attendance
is usually large enough that the
ticket sales can defray all the expenses and .leave enough over to
make a profit for the sponsoring
group.
In addition to providing for
the social atmosphere and helping
the organization to remain solvent,
the function con provide more activity for the sponsoring group to
help maintain interest and promote
participation of the members^
We hope to see many mere
such activities provided for the
students this semester.

Eulogy On The Death Of Chivalry
—. ,, --,■ -a
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Friends, our subject today is a
sad rsttture entrtW-The Death el
chivalry.* the subject concerns
the socia I re lot ioo between the
mate and femoke sexes, a much discussed subject; therefore, I needed
a fresh opproach. In looking for
such an approach, I rioted the almost universal custom to speak
well of the dead. This custom was
«e great In one American community that a pact was agreed upon
that no person could be buried until someone had truthfully said
something good about him.
At the

death ef

the town

drunk, who had to no ones know-Sin some parts than in others,
ledge displayed any merits in his e.
Chivalry was born with civil-.
entire lifetime, the community ization itself. His mother was the
found it difficult to carry out this Lady Courtesy from near Utopia
agreement. The man had been a and his father was the much bebrotish child, a delinquent youth, loved Sir Flattery, the Earl of Ego.
Had deserted his wife, left his chitChivalry was a dutiful and
dreri to starve, and had never had foving child whose greatest delight
• Idnd word for anyone. After ^y |n being a source of delight to
fout days of attending the de- others. He, with a childest innocecrsed, the community was be- ©snce Spoke onh/ the truth, but
coming desperate. Finally, from wjm $ocr, tact that what from
the back of the room came—"Welt, others lips might have seemed censomedays, Simon was better than SWBi from n;s become good counhe was other days." The com- ^j
He was of such a wholesome
mutiity sighed with relief and unoffending nature that he was at*
buried him.
ways surrounded by friends and
Censidenhg the obvious though he was constantly plied
weight Of this custom, I determirted with compliments because of his
to present my eratlan in the form many good deed, he lef net the apof an eulogy, hoping that, no mat- provol af others guide his actions
tor what Its merit, you will at least but his own sense of rightness ternbe able to say that ft was betlet pered with love.

1

The Lady Courtesy supervised
his education and hoping that he
would grow to possess the qualities
she deemed most worthy, hired as
his instructor the modest Gentleman. His early education under
the Gentleman's direction consisted
of learning the proper manner to
be used in company with men and
with women. Chivalry learned
quickly that touches of courtesy
that many deemed trivial could
contribute much to social harmony
and good feeling among the members of a company.
As Chivalry grew older the
Gentleman thought ft appropriate
for the young mem to travel putting
Into practice the things that he had
been taught. He traveled widely
and wds well received everywhere
at the very mention of his father's

.(

name — in his time Flattery could
get you anywhere.
In his travels he saw many
variations of and departures from
the courtesies that the gentleman
had taught him. The monner of
displaying courtesy varied from
place to place, but Chivalry was
quick to see that the thing to do
was to look, not for the outward
mannerism, but for the well-meaning thought behind the gesture.
At about the time of King Arthur, Chivalry boomed into full
manhood and was knighted by the
kings own hand as a reward for the
virtue ef his Meals. He took as the
companions of his youth. Honor
and Love, applying the counsel of
both in deciding his actions.

Fourth Recital

CITY TAXI

Announced

Veterans Cab—Kentucky Cab

24 Hour Service

623-1400

Big Sale
a**

COLLINS DRUGS
Tussy"s Wind And
Weather Lotion
Dry Skin And
Powder Base
M .00 size Only 50c
$
2.00 she Only H.00

;tern„.

COLLINS DRUGS
Corner of Main & First Streets
LIMITED SUPPLY!

The fourth program In the organ recital series will be presented toy Nancy Davis Lancaster Sunday afternoon at 4
p. m.
Mrs. Lancaster has been a
faculty member in the Music
Department for four years. She
has been widely cited for her
artistry and technical skill as
an organist. She will use the 40
Rank Holtcamp organ in Brock
Auditorium m Sunday's free admission concert.
This year Mrs. Lancaster was
organizer of the second annual
Church Music Conference on
the campus, attracting; visitors
to tne campus from throughout
Kentucky and surrounding
states.
The following; compositions
will be presented in Sunday's
program: Concerto in B Minor,
Johann Gottfried Walther; Was
Gptt tut, das 1st wohlgetan,
Johann Petr Kellner; Prelude
and Fugue in D Major, Johann
Sebastian Bach; Sonata I. Paul
Hlndemlth; Modal Piece No. 1,
Jean Janglals; Transports de
Joie, Olivier Messiaen.
The public is cordially invited
to attend the recital.

7f
y
7lv»
CO-ED SIGNE rS
>—J
SIX cXQU!SITF. STYLES

McCORDS
JEWELRY
1M WEST MAIN
DIAL OBS-SttS

A SAVINGS EVENT SO SPECIAL
YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MI$S 171
/

/

dress
* HUNDREDS AND' HUNDREDS OF SPRING-SUMMSK STYLES I
* FAMOUS NAME FABRICS FROM THE COUNTRY'S TOP MILLS!
SUMUNERS7 SHWDRESSES! A-UNERSI TWO-PARTERS! PLEATSI
:* ZESTY PRINTSI NEAT PtAtDS! PAU PASTELS! VIVID TONESI
* SIZES FOR JUN.OR PETITES, JUNIORS, MISSES, HALF SIZESI
bright new world of fashion excitemenr right here! It's our
spectacular $5 dress event! We've stylet for every fashion preference ,.. sizes for every fashion figure I All in easy-care fabrics
that dip-and-d rip-dry in a flash, hardly need Ironing I Scoop
iNem

gfESyr*
SMS t

M
if Ml

lit

Driver Education

Casing
AIL. **

<*&&.

Enrolls 24 Students

WewnftM Clnh
Sponsor** Hard! Orns
The annual Mardt Oras Dance
wtll be held? cm February 18,
frOrrr 8^00 p. m. to 13:00i p. m.
The music will be by the Bbmrbonaires. The dress is- sewrtfbrcnal, except for the candidates who are asked to' wear
Ibnjf fonmals.
There Is sflll Him* for air
clubs t& twflt ht Qtelr queen
candidate. Tne success of this
event depends on enffr support,
and any club wtsHMsf to enter
a candidate may contact Joe*
Howard? in Martin Half 149.
The queen is chosen by escorts jumping and poppmjjf the
balloons held to the celling in
the center of the danee floor.
MART BSMHHB
The pieces of paper inside the
Circle K announces Mary Vir- balloons denote the queen arid
ginia Slattery as the February the runner-ups.
Sweetheart of the Month. Mary
Is a 21 year old senior majoring in English area. She is senior
editor of the Milestone, president
of Alpha Psi Omega, the honorary acting fraternity, and member of Canterbury Club and
Eastern Little Theatre. Her
future plans include marriage
and teaching English and draHIRAM BROCK
ma.

Campus Hick

AUDITORIUM

OGR's Open Btor New Pledges
The Counterguerillas will meet
Monday at 5:15 in the Military
Science Department area of the
Coliseum to welcome prospective pledges for this semester.
All men students interested in
Joining are invited to attend.
Interfalth Dinner Coming Up
The second Interfalth Dinner
will be held February 16. Following- suggestions from students after the first luncheon,
it will be in the evening instead
of being at noon. The dinner
will take place in the Blue
Room off t h e . Student Union
cafeteria from 5:15 to 6:15.
Everyone is invited to attend.
The program will be about
Racial Relations. The guest
speaker will be Mr. Walter
Reid, minister of the African
Methodist Episcopal Church.
Newman Club Elect*
New Officers
The Newman Club held, an
election of officers, at which
they elected: Joseph Howard,
president; Sandy Striker,- Vice
president; Carol7 Rauen, recording secretary; Dorothy Wattsv,
corresponding secretary; Stephen Hoehler, treasurer;, nnd
Jane Cairns, reporter, o i
Also at fl»e meeting, Jane
Cairns was chosen as their
MardI Gras Queen candidate.
Home Economics drib
Has Speaker
The regular meeting of, ,tfie
Home Economics Club was held
February 8, Th guest speaker
was Dr. Chase, a member of
the department. She spoke on
the values of Home Economics.
A committee was appointed
to choose the candidate for
Mardi Qras Queen.
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j* ©Wfrs* irf feXcflw f*r«j*afs>
tt«f fir Driver fMuesWoit, new
this ternr at fisstem, has enrolled 24 sratWfTW, according, to
George Nrv* whtr is instructor SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 13
4:00 p.m.
Organ Recital—Nancy Davis LsSBCSstW
copal Church. fJo special rram- or tf)# cows*.
Brock Auditortan
lnjj is required.
rtfltfl* soYn© *9li|Ht WAtffW of
8:00 p.m.
Westminster Fellowship ProsbjteMssn Chssrth

etubs

Women's Euttoi*
By NANCT PBfNSOBL

Friday, Feb. II, 1966

February 11. Friday
"MASQUERADE"
Clif fRobertson, and
Jack Hawkins
Also: "LOST PLANET"
(Second Chapfer)
February 14, Monday
NO MOVIEBASKETBALL GAMEAUSTIN PEAY
February 19, Tuesday
NO MOVIE —
BASKETBALL GAMEPuerto Rico National
Orymptc Team
Feb. 16. Wednesday
"GLORY GUYS"
Torn Try on, Harve
Presn'ell, Santa Barger
February 17, Thursday

trsHfrirtf, eastern's students will
5:30 p.m.
Episcopal Canterbury Club aV>sju«H»t Chord*
bsoriifie student fssteiwrs for MONDAY, FEBRUARY 14
4:00 p.m.
W.R.A.
Weaver Gym
non-drivers frr trie Richmond
5:00 p.m.
Wesley Foundation Methodist Student Center
area. Nlva is. compiling; a list
5:30 p.m.
Junior Class Meeting
PlMnngtt stoom
of such per sons. wlto would be
6:00 p.m.
C.S-F.
Christian Church
interested in learning to drive,
0:30 p.m.
B.S.U. Vespers
Baptist Student Center
7:00 p.m.
Chemistry Club
Science 810
beginning around April i.
7:30 p.m.
Industrial Arts Club
Gibson VB
About three-fourths of Ms*
8:00 p.m.
World Affairs Club
Roars: 205
students are men. Nlva says
8:00 p.m.
Basketball—Eastern and Austin Peay
there IS a "ions; watting list"
Alumnt Cohsewn
for the class, tie nopes to add
K.LB Dance following game
two more driver— saw safety
Burnam. Recreation Room
education courses later this TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 15
year. They are Traffic Safety
Weaver Gym
4*0 p.m.
W.R.A.
Education and safety Education.
5:15 p.m.
Student Council
arise Room
Presently such courses' are ofWeave* 304
6:00 p.m.
P.E.M.M.
fered withm Eastern's' depart
University 301
6:00 p.m.
Church of Christ Devotions
ment of Health Education.
6:30 p.m.
B.S.U. Vespers
Baptist Student Center
A marOon-colored (burpindy)
Science 116
6:30 p.m.
Photo Club
1968 Ford Oalaxie, equipped with
6:30 pm.
College Council of U.N.
Combs 219
dual controls', hs« been given* to
University 105
7:00 p.m.
Kappa Delta Tau
Eastern for the exclusive use of
University 103
7:15 p.m.
Pulaski County Club
the driver education program,
8*0 p.m.
Recital—Cheryl Ann Harris, Pianist
by Cox Ford", ftsf Hlir Road,
Foster 30S
Richmond.
8:00 p.m
Basketball — Eastern and Puerto Rico
Persons interested should call
Alumni CoGseasa
Nlva at 62S-7S2, Room 128, AlumCC.U.N. Dance following game
ni Coliseum.
Burnam Recreation Room
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 16
10:20 a.m.
Assembly — Eastern's Concert Band
Brock Atiditornsm
4:10 p.m.
W.R.A.
Weaver Gym
5:15 p.m.
Inter-Faith Council
Blue Room
5:30 p.m.
Westminster Fellowship Presbyterian Churcft
an unexcelled location
6:00 p.m.
Kyma Club Banquet
President's Room
6:00 p.m.
Fayette County Club
Untverssty Mi
6:00 p.m
Y. W. C. A.
FKfcpatric* If
6:15 p.m.
Wesley Foundation Methodist Student C
6:30 pm.
B.S.U. Vespers
Baptist Student (
Drum and Sandal
Weaver Dance !
7:30 p.m.
10:15 p.m.
Burnam, Case, McGregor House Councils
Committee Rooms
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 17
Drama Festival on campus
4:10 p.m.
W.RA.
Weaver Gyai
University 101
5:30 p.m
Appalachian Volunteers
6:00 p.m.
Kappa Kappa Sigma
Coliseum NMatorium
University 104
6:30 p.m.
Newman Club
6:30 p.m.
Circle K
University 1€B
7:30 p.m
Audubon. Screen Tour
Brock Auditorium
8*0 p.m.
University 109
Lutheran Students
9:30 p.m.
9«ma Chi Delta
Pearl Buchanan Theater
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 18
• AnMCTlVE
Drama Festival on campus
POSITIONS

HARFORD COUNTY

-*i

• COMPETITIVE
SALARIES

i

^

Wednesday Feb. 23rd

Member F. D. I C.
nSHw^rwS

I If i

'

'

■

-

'■

WATER STREET
-.....■.

■-.....-

NO MOVIE—
AUDUiON LECTURE
February 18. Friday
"GENGHIS KHAN"
Omar Sharif Stephen
Boyd, Jarfies Mason,
Yvonne Mitchell
Abo: "LOST PLANET'
(Chapter Three)
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need more models to allow them to put into
practice the principles they have learned irf the*
art of Hair Care. The s4aff, in their endeavors
to aid in teaching is offering a

Free Scalp and Hafr Treatment
to anl person who makes an appointment ©it
Tuesday and Wednesday of any week during
Februady.

RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
,

ffj felrt'

rj tynr

309 West Main Street
Richmond, Kentucky
Phone 623 - 5472
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Madison Nationa

The Students of

Ufa

-T

£00 teachers needed for Septembss,
Schedule an intervlevr nowl
Our mfMuUtlwwfll b. »t ths
Vsadar Pisc«MBtOfltae on

ft lli ^m II^B 91 fcJ
Jk—rcoiBury L. I , inuiiuut
Frshman Class
Seeks Volunteers ,
"MIRAGE"
The freshman class wants
Gregory Peek end
volunteers who will work with
cerebral palsy children in RichDiane Baker
mond. Anyone who can devote
some time to this service will
Ticket Office Opens
be greatly appreciated, even if
7:00 P.M. Starring
it is only as much as an hour
a week. The children need a
Time 7:30 P.M.
little special attention and ex*
tra*care In order to do things
One Show Only
that we take for granted.- We
Admissen 50c
hope to have one worker for
each child- Anyone who is in- Chfki.crt under 12—25c
terested may sign up and get
further information from Marsha Kovac, 204 Sullivan Hall,
or from Miss Ross at the Epls-
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Eastern Hosts Middl eTenn.
Tomorrow Austin Peay Monday

PROGRESS
ON

Eastern's next two games ably expect more of the same ting 84 of 162 attempts for 51.f
find the Maroons facing con- on Monday night The Gover- per cent Both Snyder and Head
ference foes Middle Tennessee nors feature the fourth and rank high in free throws, with,
and Austin Peay. Both of these fifth leading scorers in the con- both averaging over 90 per cent
ference in Dennis Snyder and As a team the Governors are
are home games.
Middle Tennessee Invades Tommy Head, averaging 19.9 tops in the nation to free
Alumni Coliseum on Saturday and 18.9 respectively. Snyder percentage hitting on 259 of I
night The Blue Raiders are also stands fourth in the league charity tosses for a per
currently In seventh place In in field goal percentages, hit- of 80 per cent
V—:
the Ohio Valley Conference
with a 2-5 record, overall they
stand 6 and 9. The Maroons defeated the Raiders 98-80 In an
earlier meeting at Murfreesboro.
Jay Cole, a Junior college
transfer, is the leading Blue
Raider scorer sporting a 15.4
points per game average. Bobby Gamer is not far behind
with a 15.1 average and leads
The Eastern Maroons pacedof his finest collegiate games.
Middle Tennessee in field goal by the fine performances of Eastern kept building onto this
percentage, connecting on 44.4
of his shots. Ed Cannon tops Jerry Bisbey and Eddie Bodkin, lead and led by as much as 22
Raiders rebounder with 13.3 defeated the East Tennessee- points with 5:28 remaining and
grubs per contest. • This figure Bucaneers 83-63 Monday nightj the Bucaneers were unable to
ranks him third in the O. V. C. at Alumni Coliseum. The vie-" get" any closer than 16 frMo
Austin Peay is riding In the tory enabled the Maroons to that pent with the final teXy
conference cellar with a 1-3
'.'*,«■
league mark. However, the hike their O. V. C. record to being 83-62.
Tennessee's Bill Tipton in Monday night
Eastern guard Bill Walton looks as if he's
Governors have given Eastern 5-3. The loss put East TennesEastern was led 111 scoring ky
action.
The
Maroons
downed
the
visiting
getting ready to feed a pass to center John
all the Maroons could handle see 6-9 on the season and 2-6 Eddfe Bodkin who tallied" 23 &nd
Buoanneers 83-62.
Carr through the outstanding arms of East
in the two previous meetings In conference play.
Jerry Bisbey who had.a career
between the teams. The MaThe same started out with high of 19. John Carr and
roons won the first meeting
86-85 in the OVC tournament Eastern drawing first blood on Walton were the other ]
at Louisville and a second time a 25 ft jump shot by Jerry Bis- roons hitting In double figui
by a 101-96 margin at Clarks- bey. A layup by Fox tied the each having 10. Bisbey led
score at 2 all. The Bucaneers Maroons in the rebound d<
ville.
Austin Peay employed a full took the lead 4-2 but Eastern ment with 15. Tommy ?
court zone press In both con- came back and tied the score at pulled down a game high of. I
tests and the Maroons can prob- 4-4 on a hook shot by Bisbey. rebounds to lead East TennesFor the next 3% minutes the see, while Bill Tipton'led the
FT P T lead changed hands three times. Bucs in scoring with 15. . J
Marshall (86) FG
2 14 Blast Tennessee's last toad of
2-3
Stepp
6-9
The grapplers traveled
4 18 the game came at 13-12 with
Whetsell
7-14 4-C
4 15 13:27 remaining in the first Morehead for a wrestling'i
Stone
6-14 3-3
2-3
5 4 half on a tip-In by Woods. A and w ere edged 19-16.
Langfitt
1-5
wrestling team lost the
A spectacular 40 point per- attempts and connected on 10 ern's rebounding with 11. JerRedd
8-11 13-18 5 29 Jumper by Carr with 12:52 put pound class by forfeit and
0 0 the Maroons ahead 14-13 and
0-0
ry Blsby, who saw limited ac- Allen
formance by Eddie Bodkin led of 14 foul shots.
0-0
f
point deficit was the n
0-0
0 2 on top to stay. The Maroons five
the Eastern Maroons to a 9S-88
.... 1-3
The 40 points outburst sur- tion because of foul trouble, Hicks
4-4
5 4 led the shooting of Bodkin and factor in their losing the
Blankenship .. 0-2
victory over Marshall's Thunder- passed his previous season high grabbed off six.
0 0 Walton built this lead to a 39- tire meet. Marty Wllllgen
0-0
ing Herd Wednesday night at of 37 scored against Harvard hi
Jordan
~
0-0
Joe Howard both pinned t
Totals
29-58 28-36 28 86 30 halftime advantage.
Alumni Coliseum. The win was the Motor City Classic. The total - Bob Redd led the Marshall
opponents whtle Mike MeCle
the third In a row for the Ma- was only six short of the school scoring with 28. Bill Whltshell
The second half opened up and Jim Haicomb won by
FT P T
Eastern
(98)
FG
roons, and it brought their over- record of 46, held by Jack Ad- added 18 while George Stone
15-28 10-14 4 40 with the Maroons adding on to cision. Randy Bird and .}
all record to 11-7. The victory ams, now the coach of East- and Orville Stepp tossed in 15 Bodkin
4 4 their fret half lead. A hooker Mar both lost by a decision
0-0
Bisbey
2-3
gave Eastern revenge for an ern's freshman team.
and 14 respectively. Redd was Carr
5 16 by Bodkin with 15:32 remain- while Bob Moriason was pinned:
6-14 4-4
earlier 88-70 defeat suffered at
The Maroons never trailed the game's leveling rebounder Walton
2-12 10-12 2 14 ing put them on top by 12 anil
The loss evened the wrestlers
the hands of the Herd at Hunt- after taking a 89-83 lead late in with 15.
0-0
2 2 this is as close as East Tennes- record at two wins arid t»o
Johnson
1-2
ington.
the first half. Their largest lead
2-2
3 6 see could get throughout the defeats. They will wrestle Mardemons
2-7
Bodkin, thee ft. 7 In. Ohio was 13 at 88-73.
4 11 remainder of the second half. shall University tomorrow and
7-8
Clark
2-5
Valley Conference scoring lead- Besides Bodkin, John Carr with
33-40
24
93 The second half charge was tod will try to even the series wWi
Totals
30-71
er from Harrodsburg, enjoyed 16, and Bill Walton with 14 scor
Eastern
~ ...44 19—93 by Jerry Bisbey, who nad 13 of th* 'Hrd
. <£:
the finest night of his career. ed In the double .figures for the
...36 i7—86 his 19 points, and playing one
Marshall
He tossed In 15 of 28 field goal Maroons. Bodkin also led East-

SPORTS
-

with
SHARPSHOOTERS SCORING AT ALL-TIME RECORD RATE
The college basketball teams are scoring more points than
any previous season, this year. This is due to a nation-wide
collection of the sharpest field-goal shooters in the history of

Maroons Romp
Over
enn.

The NCAA Service Bureau statistics for 2229 games played
by major-college teams through midseason show that the current
scoring average is 154.3 points per game, this includes both
t&ams. Last year at the end of the season a new record of
161-4 was set but this year's total is almost three points better.
The colleges' sharp shooters are currently hitting an all
time high of 43.3 per cent of their field goals, compared with last
season of 43.1. If this is broken down, the two teams combined are making 50.9 field goals out of 136.1 attempts. It may
also be noted that .the Maroons are leading the O.V.C and are
also well above the national average by shooting a very accurate
4f .4 percent.
Geographically every section of the country is sharing in
tAe scoring increase except the tradditional point leader, the
Midwest). The Big Ten are averaging 160 points, a game, 1.1
points below its all-time sectional high of last season and presently ranks third behind the surging Southwest which is leading all the sections with 162.1 points a game. The Rockies are
in second position with 1612. This section's increase is largely
due to the high scoring teams like Wyoming and Brigham
Ybung. The Southwest's rate is nine points higher than last
year, the biggest gain shown by eny section over the full 1964-65
season.
Among the miserly, the Missouri Valley is threatening to
rest the resistance crown away from the perennial leader, the
fW West. The Missouri Valley is the top defensive section
which has yielded just 14.3 points a game compared to the Far
West's 147.8. The final and over-all loop of all the regions in
scoring are as follows: Southwest leads with 162.1 points followed by Rockies 161.2; Midwest 160-0; South 155.1; Bast 151.5;
Par West 147.8; and the Missouri Valley with 141.3.

Walton Prepares To Pass

Bodkin Pops 40

Maroons Show Scoring Punch
By Tripping Marshall 93-86

Bodkin May Sat Record

Eddie Bodkin may become Eastern's leading all-time scorer
a game earlier than expected — at least has homecourt Alumni
Coliseum fans hope so.
The 6-7 Harrodsburg senior, who is averaging 25.0 points
per game, was expected to catch assistant coach Jack Adams
in a road encounter with Murray, but a 40-point outburst against
Marshall Wednesday night pushed bun within 55 points of
Adams'mark.
And, the Maroons have two more games jn Alumni Coliseum
before they take to the road A third encounter, against the
PUerto Rico National Basketball Team, will be played here
Tuesday, but statistics will not be counted.
Bodkin; who started the season with 955 career points, now
has 1,405, with seven games to go. Adams' scored 1,460 in
three seasons from 1953-56.
The Maroons face Middle Tennessee Saturday and Austin
Peay Monday in Alumni Coliseum clashes, and Bodkin needs
Waverage 27.5 in the two games to tie Adams, 28.0 to go

Major Gen. Butler
To Speak Here

That's a tall order for anyone, but Bodkin has scored 28
points, or better, in seven of 16 games this year, getting more
than 80, on four occasions. He needs only to put two such
efforts together on successive nights to become Eastern's greatest point-producer before his homecourt fens.
The All-America candidate's other statistical credentials
ere as impresm ve as his scoring.
Bfe's hitting an even 50 per cent of his shots, 179 of 358,
end 77.3 per cent of his free throws, hitting 92 of 119. In one
recent stretch, he bit 23 consecutive gratis tosses without a
miss, five short of an Eastern mark.
He's also the team's top rebounder with 10.7 rebounds per
game, divided almost equally between the offensive and defensive boards.
Other key men in the Maroon attack, who will be trying
to improve Eastern's 11-7 overall and 5-3 OVC marks, against
the Blue Raiders and Governors are 6-1 Bill Walton, 14.2. and
, •■• John. Carr, 9.2.
Carr, a 527 per cent shooter, has developed offensive constetency after a shaky start, scoring in double figures in the
Maroons' last three contests.
Ije
**ng the OVC hi shooting, the Maroons are sinking
their field goal attem ts and
a! • P*r- cen*
P
averaging a potent
84.2 points per game. Statistical weaknesses have been rebounding, where they hold a mere 47.4 to 45.5 edge on the opposition, and a defense that is allowing 79.6 points per came.

Puerto Ricans Invade
Coliseum Tuesday Night

The Eastern Maroons take a team range from 30 (Bill Mcbreak from their Ohio Valley Cadney, a 6-7 accountant) to
Confawmca..•=-.-in.iac t, their 17 (Adolfo Porrata, Jr., a high
NCAA — schedule Tuesday school senior).
night when they host the PuerCoach of the Puerto Ricans is
to Rico National Basketball Felix Joglar, a figure in basTeam In Alumni Coliseum.
ketball for 30 years, now reThe Puerto Ricans, playing garded as one of the top coachin the 1964 Olympics, led the es
In
the
Caribbean-Latin
United States by 10 points at American area.
the half before losing In the
is the team's tallsecond period through lack of estMcCadney
man, but the Puerto Ricans
depth.
get balanced height from RuEarlier this season they post- ben Adorno, 6-5, Jaun Diaz, 6ed a 66-60 win over Poland, 4, and Jaime Frontera, 6-4. The
a team that lost by only four team's average height is 6-3,
to Bradley Braves.
has a median weight of 180
Eastern coach Jim Baechtold,
INTERMURALS
who hasn't had an opportunity pounds, and averages 22 years
The gymnastic dub will hold a meeting this Monday from to scout the visitors, says he old.
5 p-m. to 7 p.m. in the north end of the Weaver Health building. expects "a real ■ basketball
Tickets for the contest are
Anyone interested may attend.
game. I'm sure these are out- all general admission. There will
The Intermurai basketball games scheduled for Tuesday standing players and fans in be no reserved seats. Students
will be postponed until a later date.
this area can expect a good will be admitted for $1 and
presentation of ID cards, other
shoW."
Ages on the Puerto Rlcan tickets are $1.50.

' (ConOnaea from Page One)
he was named one of the three
outstanding young men In Kentucky by the Kentucky Jaycees.
His many decorations include
the Distinguished Service Cross,
Silver Star Medal, Purple Heart,
Bponze Star Medal, Presidential
Unit Citation, Combat Infantry
Badge, American Defense Medal, American Theater Medal,
Victory Medal and others.
Honors received by General
Butler Include Danforth Fellowship, University of Kentucky;
Jonas Weil Memorial Scholarship; Reserve Officers Association Award; and the Award of
Merit by Gamma Sigma Delta,
professional agriculture society.
Military Organizations that he
belongs to include Reserve Officers Associatlon-Dlllman A.
Rasn Chapter 15, Association of
the United States Army, General Staff Committee on USARNGUS Policy (Section 5 Committee), Military Affairs Committee Louisville Chamber of Commerce, Armed Forces Advisory
Committee of . Louisville, and
Military Order of World Wars.

Colonel Drive In

■

HOME OF
(COL. SANDERS RECIPE)

KENTUCKY

Fried Chicken
North America's Hospitality Dish^A

PERFECT PRESSING-FOR YOU!
Perfect is an absolute word — like never or always- So
«ften.Sor~»-^-ws a thing is perfect, this usually means he
is completely satisfied with it
New we don't want to say that we do perfect pressing.
That would be bragging, wouldn't it?

Maroons Split With
Morehead And Tech

But we can say this: No matter what R is, no matter whose
M is, we go to work and put out every effort to clean it and
spot it as thoroughly as we can, giving k alF that machines and
solvents and human hands can do, and then we'do the same
with press ng H. Creases where they belong, wrinkles out,
aMne eliminated, fluffing up the nap where needed, and so
forth,

The Maroons conference hopes
were almost put out over the
semester break as they dropped
a 103-93 "deoistbn to Tennessee
Tech, but slipped by Morehead
81-79. Rebounding again told
kfa.
"
' "
■'•■
—
When inspection shows that it's "PERFECT" — we hang it the story in the Maroon's third
bounded Eastern 55-37 and also
up, and if s ready for you! If you want perfect pressing —
shot them 50 per cent to 40.
Eddie Bodkin pumped in 31
GALL OR BRING IT TO
points against Tech, hitting nine
field goals and 13 of 13 from the
free-throw line. Bill Walton added 16 points and Dick Clark
chipped in with 10.
Eastern found the range against Morehead as they shot a
phenomenal 58 per cent from
220 E. I rvine
130 Big Hil A ve. the
fleld-Juttog 29 of 50 shots.

Modern Dry Cleaners
& Laundry

STATE BANK and
TRUST COMPANY
"Figure On Banking With Us"

Morehead also had an exceptionally good night as they connected 30 of 58 for a hot 51.7 shooting percentage.
John Carr scored his all-time
career high for the Maroons as
he hit 6 of 7 field goals and
wound up with 18 points. Bodkin
again led all scorers with 26
points.
Morehead led mroughout the
first half and the Maroons trailed 41-87 at the half.
The second half found the
lead changing hands 11 times
and being tied 5 times. Eastern
took the lead to stay with 1:54
to go as Carr hit a Jumper to
make the score 76-75 and added
another bucket to give the Maroons a three-point lead.

See ttw world's onrj
iMj MtOOUuC CMMeri

axctxofux
FACTORY-AUTHORIZED
SALES AND SERVICE

2 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
MAIN STREET & BIG HILL AVENUE
„'!,' t

1

,,,,,,,-■■,:i,,,, .

m i ii . i

j,

j;i

MM—

For the gpy who'd rather drive than fly: CheveUe 88398

THE CHEVROLET
WAY

ELECTROLUX CORP.
615 E. MAIN
PHONE 633-«65

AflH»4*ofcanantauMalaca...at7OTamrt^

This is abort a Chereile—a very ■pedal
bulging hood, a black grille and red stripe njteattree.
Start it up and you're taaed ia a* JH
Turbo-Jet V8.
GetttawrmfaiideaddearryouVeaeVh<er
geara to shift. A dutch to work. Era* a set efaaacaato
read, If specified.
Now take a carre, — mewled Is/ a
oeagau m crooaea roans
This, yoa see, la aa
SS 896. A Chevelle, yea.
Bat what a Caerefe.

Track Team Ready
For Mason-Dixon Meet
Track coach, Connan gmith,
revealed a little bit more of his
Maroon thinclad squad Saturday at the Illinois Open Indoor
Track, Meet. The results were
impressive.
Earlier, Smith uncloaked part
of his team in the Orange Bowl
Track Meet. Their next big outing will be the Mason-Dixon Relays.
Most imoresmve 01 me Maroon
wins at the Illinois meet WM
Swedish-born. Ken Andersson's
4:11.* mile effort on the indoor
oval. The victory came against
a field of 20, including Tennessee's SEC champion Rocky
Soderberg, and Illinois' AJ Carius. Big Ten champ two years
ago.
"Andersson's time was exceptional for an indoor meet, especially lliis early," 8mlth said.
"He-II go well under 4:10 this
spring."
But, Andersson wasn't Eastern's onlv high finish in the
mile. Fellow Swede Jan Halth
was fourth at 4:16, and defending OVC champ Larry Whalen
was fifth at 4:18, both good
times for an. indoor mile.
Another kev win was posted
by Wilbert Davis, a transfer
competing unattached who will

Intramural Schedule
TfAM

COURT

TIME

Monday, F.bru.ry 21

be eligible for team competition
in the next meet. Davis set a
field house record with a pole
vault of 16-3 fc, and.high Jumped 6-4.
Davis will pole vault over 16
feet, high jump 6-8, and broad
jump better than 24 feet this
spring, says Smith. "He'a one
of the greatest track athletes
this conference will have ever
seen," the coach said.
Hurdler Carey Guesa, always
good In intermediate to long
hurdle events, snowed improved
snort distance form in the H
yard highs with a third place
time of 8.2. Winning time In the
event was 8.1.
Smith was also pleased with
his mile relay team's 3:21 fifth
place finish. "They had all run
in other events," he said, "and
were tired. But, it's still a good
time for this early in the season."
Last season the Maroon mile
relay sauad set a new OVC record with a time of 8:12.1, better than the NCAA college-division record. "We'll run with
anyone in the country this
spring," Smith said. "This relay ' team will run under 3:10.
The NCAA university division
is 3:07.4."

Wat-hawks—Minks
Dales Rails—Tackett
Raiders— Bulldogs
Beavers—Daadbeats
Downtowners—Morgan
Shoemaa's 5—Nuto
O-C—Hstfteld
P*tro*v—FitepeArfck
Clouds—T**ns
Sigma Chi Delta—Stephens
All-Stars—Huns
Hornets—Adams

a
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4
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Thursday, February 24
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MORRIS WELLS
Barber Shop
Specializes In Collegiate Style Heir Curs
Wafer St., next to the Bus Station

On Campus

Wth

V

Max§huJman

Wy the author of "Ratty Round the Flag. Boytl",
"Dobie Oillii," etc.)

ROOMMATES: THEIR CAUSE AND CURE

V

*

You'd think that with all the progress we have made in
the education game, somebody would have found a cure
fof roommates'by aow- ^ut no- Roommates remain aa big
Diem today as they were when Ethan Mather founded
ret American college.
I
ontrary to popular belief, Harvard waa not the first'
Hather startedJiis institution some 100 years earlier.
iiuite an insfitittion it was, let me tell you I Mr. Mather!
,. schools of iiberararts, fine arts, dentistry and tanJrfle built a lacrosse stadium that seated 200,000.'
Everywhere on campus was emblazoned the stirring Latin
p> CAVE MUSS1-"Watch out for moose." The stuy union contained a bowling alley, a weighing mae, and a sixteen-chair barber shop.)
.
l was this last feature—the barber shop—that, alas,
Jight Mr. Mather's college to an early end. The student
bonV, being drawn chiefly from the nearby countryside,
wiisjcomposed almost entirely of Pequot and Iroquois Indians' who, alas, had no need of a barber shop. They
braided the hairontopof their heads, and as for the hair on
their faces, they had none. The barber, Tremblatt Follicle
byname, grew so depressed staring day after day at 16 empty chairs that one day his mind gave way. Seizing his vibrato r, Jie ran outside and shook the entire campus till it crumbled to dust. This later became known as Pickett's Charge.)
But I digress. We were exploring ways for you and your
roommate to stop hating each other. This is admittedly
difficult but not impossible if you will both bend a bit,
give a little.
I remember, for example, my own college days (Berlitz
'08). My roommate was, J think you will allow, even less
agreeable than most. He was a Tibetan named Ringadipg
who8» native customs, while indisputably colorful, were
not entirely endearing. Mark you, I didn't mind so much
the gong ho struck on the hour or the Btring of firecrackers he set off on the half hour. I didn't even mind that he
singed chicken feathers every dusk and daybreak. What I
r
did mind'was that he singed them in my hat.^

lb be fair, he waa not totally taken with some of my»
habits either—especially my hobby of collecting water. I
had no jars at the time, so I just had to stack the water
any-old-where.
{
Well, sir, things grew steadily cooler between Ringading and me, and they might actually have gotten ugly
had we not each happened to receive a package from home
one day. Ringading opened his package, paused, smiled
shyly at me, and offered me a gift.
i
"Thank you," I said. "What is it?"
"Yak butter," he said. "You put it in your hair. In, Tibetan we call it gree see kidstuff."
"Well now, that's mighty friendly," I said and offered him
a gift from my package."Now you must have one of mine/V
"Thank you," he said. "What is this called V
"Personna Stainless Steel Razor Blades," I said.
"I will try one at once," he said. And did.
"Wowdow!" he cried. "Never have I had such a smooth/
close, comfortable shave I"
"Ah, but the best is yet I" I cried. "For you will get
many, many smooth, close, comfortable shaves from your
Personna Blade—each one nearly as smooth, close, and
comfortable as the first!"
"Wowdow!" he cried.
'
"Moreover," I cried, "Personna Blades come both in
Double Edge style and Injector style!"
"8ort of makes a man feel humble," he said.
"Yes," I said.
We were both ailent then, not trusting-ourselves to
X Silently we clasped hands, friends at last, and I am
[id to say that Ringading and I remain friends to this
Ve exchange cards each Christmas and firecrackers
" surth of July.
* •

•

tlBAHuaSM

ffereonna® Stainletg Steel Blade* who tponsor
etimet nercoutlp—are aleo the makers of
irmm Shave took* rln§t around ana other
Me l/t regular or menthol. Be kind to your

Dales Rails—69'ers
Raiders—Barbarians
Downtowners-—Royals
Shoeman-s 5—HUlinllies)
Hstfteld—Peckers
FWrotte-j. R.
Titans—Hotdogs
Sigma Chi Delta—Breves
Miners—Rompers
Ail-Stars—Adams
Hum—Old Timers
Hdrnets—Celtics
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tency after a shaky start, scoring in double figures in the
Maroons' last three contests.
Other regular performers, ad
ding balance to the Maroon attack, are 9-8 Jerry Bisbey, 8.4,
6-8 Dick Clark, 7.6, 6-1 Free
Johnson, 7.3, and 6-0 Doug
Clemmons, 6.9.
Reserve plvotman Garfleld
Smith, who has seen limited action in recent weeks, has dropped from a double-figure average to 7.8 points per game.
Leading the OVC in shooting,
the Maroons are sinking 47.1
per cent of their field goal attempts and averaging a potent
84.2 points per game. Statistical weaknesses nave been rebounding, where they hold a
mere 47.4 to 45.5 edge on the
opposition, and a defense that
is allowing 79.4 points per
game.

Complete
Repair Facilities
for .
T. V. —STEREO,
HOME & CAR

KIRK'S T. V. &
RADIO SERVICE
422 N. 2nd.

m

m

•4
"*Wl
Ui<af,

Golden Rule Cafe

'9"m

HOME COOKING

Cadet Honoree

2
J
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GUESTS AT YESTERDAY'S OPEN HOUSES . . . State Senator and Mrs. Wilson Palmer of Cynthiana, stand before fa aog»
the new eight-story men's dormitory on the campus of nottag
Eastern named for Mr. Palmer, member of the Eastern (ham*'
Board of Regents. Open house was held at both new hells
yesterday, beginning at 2 p.m.

Roy E. Gibson

Bodkin Could Break
Record One Game Early
Eddie Bodkin may become
Eastern's leading all-time scorer a game earlier than expected
—at least his homecourt Alumni
Coliseum fans noPc so.
The 6-7 Harrodsburg senior,
who is averaging 25.0 points
per game, was expected to
catch assistant
coach Jack
Adams in a road encounter with
Murray Feb. 19, but a 40-point
outburst against Marshall Wed
nesday night pushed him within
65 points of Adams' mark.
And, the Maroons have two
more games in Alumni .Coliseum
before they take to the road. A
third encounter, against the
Puertp'Rico-Rational Basketball
Team,' wtll be played here Tues
day, but statistics will not be
counted.
Bodkin, who started the sea
SOB with 995 career points, now
has 1,400, with seven games to
go. Adams' scored 1,440 In
tnree seasons from 1963-58.
The Maroons face Middle Tennessee Saturday and Austin
Peay Monday In Alumni Coliseum clashes, and Bodkin needs
to average' 37.6 In the two
games to tie Adams, 28.0 to go
ahead.
That's a tall order for anyone, hut Bodkin has scored 28
points, or better, In seven of 18
games this year, getting more
than 30 on four occasions. He
needs only to put two such efforts together on successive
nights to become
Eastern's
greatest point-producer before
his homeoourt fans.
The All-America candidate's
other statistical credentials are
as impressive as nis scoring.
He's hitting an even 60 per
cent of his shots, 179 of 358, and
77.3 per cent of bis free throws,
hitting 92 of 119. In one recent
stretch, he hit 23 consecutive
gratis tosses without a miss,
five short of an Eastern mark.
He's also the team's top rebounder with 10.7 rebounds per
game, divided almost equally
between the offensive and defensive boards.
Other key men In the Maroon
attack, who will be trying to
improve Eastern's 11-7 overall
and 5-3 OVC marks, against the
Blue Raiders and Governors are
4-1 Bill Walton, 14.2, and 6-9
John Carr, 9.2.
Carr, a 52.7 per cent shooter,
nas developed offensive consis-

Eels Splash To Split
In Four-Meet Trip

Easterns traveling Eels haveS:30). The Walker brothers and
recently 'completed four swim-1 Charlie Tandy each scored 10
ming meets during the semes-|P°rints *o '«<> the winning ef•
ter break against the UniverST. LOUIS
sity of Georgia. Emory UniverThe Eels easily beat host St.
sity, 8t. Louis University ana Louis by winning 10 of 11 first
were victorious against Emory places. Two pool records were
U. (57-38) and St. Louis Uni- lowered in the 400 yd. Medley
versity (69-25) but were re- Relay and the 200 IM. The relay team recorded a 4:03.8 and
versed by U. of Ga. (55-40) and
8:00 EvansviHe College (57-38). This was composed of Bill Walker.
6:00 brings the tankmen to a 5-4 Bob Walker, Fred Bartlett and
Charlie Tandy. The old mark
6:00 record.
was 4:09.2. Bill Walker came
6:00
back three events later to
7:00
GEORGIA
scratch the old 200 IM pool mark
7:00
The Eastern swimmers built a from 2:22.4 to 2:12.8. Bob
7:00 21-13 lead in the first four French, a frosh from Cincin7:00 events but Georgia came back nati, Ohio, was high with 10
8:00 strong to go ahead 31-30 with points. Following, close behind
8:00 only three events left in the was senior Phil Stoffey who just
8:00 meet. The well balanced recently Joined the team with
8:00 Georgia team then took three nine points.
straight first places to defeat
EVANSVUXE
the Eels. High point man for
EvansviHe College's Indiana
6:00 ,EKSC was soph distance swim- Conference
swimming cham6:00 mer Bill Walker with IS points. pions proved to have too much
6:00
depth for the EKSC Eels in a
EMORY
6:00
tight battle. Eastern managed
7:00
EKSC'g splashers smarting to stay 42-37 behind with two
7.-00 from their loss to Georgia took but one point in finishing. Ail7:00 their vengeance against host ing Rick Hill, swimming with
7;00 Emory. Brothers Bob and Bill very little practice, showed
8:00! Walker set pool records in the signs of recovery by finishing
8:00 200 breast stroke (Bob 2:34.3) third In two events.
8:00 and the 500 yd. Freestyle (BUI
Johnny Warren, little All
8:00
American diver, showed unusual finesse on the three-meter
board to win easily. Warren
6:00
finished 8th in the NCAA finals
6:00
last year.
6:00
Eastern's next home meet will
6:00
be tomorrow when the powerful
7:00
University of Cincinnati tank7:00
Roy E. Gibson was chosen Ca- men come to Richmond at 2
7:00 det of the Week by the Military p.m. UC has been the Missouri
7:00 Science Department this week. for the last four years. AllAmerican backstroker Jack Za8:00 He represents "A" Company.
8:00
Gibson is a freshman biology kim is their leading team
8:00 major from Sidney, Ohio. He is member. Zaklm has recorded
8:00 the son of Mr. and Mrs. Arnold a 2:04 for the 200 yd. backstroke.
Eastern's pool record is 2:11.8.
Gibson.
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Tuesdsy, February 22
CSrde K—Wets
1
Chargers—Barbarians
2
Pacuny—Royals
2
Beatles—HrHMlHea
4
Headomst—Packers
1
PEMM—J.R.
2
Famous 5—Ring Deng Doo's
Miners—Hotdogs
Off -Campus—Braves
Flashers—Rompers
Wash, a C.-4Md Timers
Panthers—Celtics
Zuneich—Ooldffrvgers
Me«s—Bearcats
Werhawka—Tackett
Minks—Bui Mogs
Bombers—Blasers
Beavers Morgan
Deadbeats—Nuts
Dodgers—Blue Bomber
sO-G—Fitzpatrick
Greens—Yank*
Clouds—Stephens
Butchers—Beaver Corps

0:00
8:00
&O0
6:00
7:00
?:00
7:00
7:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
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You Are Always Welcome
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SOUTH FIRST STREET
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RICHMOND-KENTUCKY

AWSfeoR.
YoRlCK.,

Your New York Life
Agent on the Campus

FRIDAY - SATURDAY

HE COULD

GEORGE RIDINGS, Jr.
CLASS OF '94

MAVEMADE

New York Life Insurance Company
111 Beoninsrton Court
628-4638

IT -WiTrl

Life Insurance Group Insurance Annuities
Healtn Insurance Pension Plans

CLIFF'S
TVcTFS
^•"S»n. *
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Jones

DOUCE

BURGER
BROIL

°AM IN BUSINESS TOGETHER!

isn't hard
when you let
Cliffs Notes
be your guide.
Cliff's Notes
expertly summarize and
explain the plot and
Characters of more than 123
major plays and novels —
including Shakespeare's
works. Improve your
understanding-and your
grades. Call on Cliff's Notes
for help in any
literature course.

125 Titles in all-among
them these favorites:
Hamlet • Macbeth • Scarlet Letltr • Tale
of Two Cities • Moby Dick • Return of the
Native • The Odyssey • Julius Caesar •
Crime and Punishment • The Iliad • Greet
Expectations ■ Huckleberry Finn • Kins
Henry IV Part I * Wuthenni Heights • Kins
Lear • Pride and Prejudice • Lord Jim •
Othello • Gulliver's Travel! • Lors) ol
thtFNti

TECHNICOLOR
PANAVISI0N
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The Home of the Famous 15c Hamburgers
and French Fries.

"M>0tJ

:J!KOq

Starrs Wednesday!
Shakes:

Vanilla • Strawberry • Chocolate

nm s
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JAMES BOND

DOES IT
EVERYWHERE!

Broiling makes the difference.
West Main Street

•I i'fW

Richmond, Ky.
~ i
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Gip Porke says:
"2 great economy cars—Simca and VW—but
which gives you more?"

•}v.1T

a
.x 41
■ Joojs
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$1 at your bookseller
or writei
TU

623-1540

JJAO

turrtsna.sK.

FREE PARKING!

tttkitiSUUat.Uacm.IKkr.USN
Make your trip to Europe pay tor Htell.

FAYING JOBS
IN EUROPE
Visit Our New Ladles'
Ready-to-Wear Department
on our new Balcony!
Register for FREE
Skirt and Blouse to be given
away #yery Saturday night!

Luxembourg- 25000 jobs (office, retort, farm, factory, etc.)
are available in Europe with
wages to $400. Travel grants
are given to each applicant.
Send J2 (handling and airmail)
to Oept. T, American Student
Information Service, 22 Ave.
de la Liberte, Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg for a 36-page illustrated booklet giving all
jobs and application forms.

SIMCA HAS:
More horsepower than VW. 83 mptr (based on reoeat proving
ground tests). More leg, hip, shoulder, and luggage space,
thanks to Simca's squared-off design. Two more doors for
easy ins and outs. More value. More fun.

RICHMOND
MOTOR COMPANY
W. Main St.

Dial 623-544V

CaJl or See Gip Parke or Letter Eversole
—•
*

CONGRATUATIONS TO A PROGRESSIVE EASTERNI

Earl B. and Ruth H. Baker Realty Co.
'The Reliable Real Estate Co.
•

Serving a Growing Richmond'

Eastern Shopping Ptaza
• Baker Heights Subdivision
• Greenway Heights Subdivision

518 Baker Ct.

623-2922
.^J

k
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Transfer, New Students Voice Opinions Of Eastern
BARBARA DONNELL
Progress Staff Writer
This semester Eastern is host
to a number of new students.
Some of these are encountering;
the many phases of college life
for the first time while others
are transfer students, inevitably comparing Eastern to other colleges they have attended.
Sissy Baldwin, a 19 year old
transfer student from Paris, declares tha prevailing- atmos-

phere of Eastern to be warm
and amiable. In comparison to
the school she previously attended Sissy, a freshman,, finds
that our faculty members seem
to take a much greater interest
in the students. She is most
cnlhusiustic about the relatively short distance between the
dorms and the classroom buildings.
Danny Ramsey, an Art major from Lexington, was a lit-

Canfield Motors
OLDSMOBILE

All Makes Serviced

tie more cautious when asked
his opinion of Eastern. He feels
that he "hasn't really been
here long enough to know,"
but he does think that the cafeteria food leaves quite a bit
to be desired.
Another new Freshman, Ron
Battle, from Louisville, has
nothing to say about Eastern
that isn't complimentary. Larry Dcnsmore, an Industrial Arts
major from Germantown, Ohio,
also thinks that Eastern "is a
very good school."
Another transfer student is
Rhoda Lusk, a sophomore from
Louisville. Rhoda, who has a
twin already enrolled at Eastem, especially likes dormitory
life on our campus. However,
she does find Eastern a little
dull after attending two "parly schools."
Susan Fouts. a Freshman
from Hazard, also feels that
social activities on campus are
rather limited, but she says
that the people are very cordiai
Wanda Woodyard, a junior

Across Frcn Krogers—Phone 623-4010

Elder's Final Reductions
On All Winter Merchandise!
WE MUST MAKE ROOM FOR OUT SPRING
AND SUMMER MERCHANDISE ARRIVING
DAILY . . . SO OUR LOSS IS YOUR GAIN!
LADIES' BETTER DRESSES. SKIRTS, BLOUSES
AND SWEATERS
V2 PRICE
LADY MANHATTAN BLOUSES. DISCONTINUED STYLES
3-00 And 4.00
LADIES' JACQUELINE AND CONNIE SHOES.
(NOT ALL SIZES), Reduced
5.00
Men's CARDIGAN SWEATERS. .6.88 to 9.88
MEN'S ALL WEATHER AND CORDUROY
COATS. ZIP OUT LINING. A REAL BUY!
REDUCED
$19.88
SO HURRY TO ELDER'S THURSDAY. FRIDAY
AND SATURDAY FOR THE STORE-WIDE
REDUCTIONS!

ELDER'S
Richmond's Family Store
Since 1893

YOUR "I. D/'CARD
Makes You Eligible for
Special Consideration

Student Code Needs
Campus Interest

(Student or Faculty)

transfer student' from Sue Bennett College, London, thinks
that attending' a larger college
is a great experience for her
members are: Dean Bradley;
By LEAH 8TREHLOW
Although Wanda is having a
Dr. Quentin Keen; Mr. Donald
difficult
time I adjusting
to . To be ignorant leaves one Henricxson; Mike Campbell,
campus life, she "can't believe with a miserable feeling. The Supreme Court Justice; Sylvia
that everybody :s so friendly students had no Idea until a Ramsey; Gordon Jennings; Bill
and helpful." Andrew Vogel, a few days ago what the Student Raker, Chairman; and Hugh
Freshman from Cincinnati, Code is or what benefits it could Burkett,
ex-offlcio
member.
Ohio, agrees with her on thin provide for them.
The student members were appoint. He came to Eastern beIt was thought the Code in- pointed by Student Council, and
cause it is small, and is im- volved more rules that students the faculty members were appressed with the faciities of- would have to follow. If the pointed by President Robert R.
fered in comparison to the size students didn't follow the rules Martin.
of Die college.
given to them in tne form of
The Committee has Written
Ray Deaton. Newport, de- a booklet, they would be sumscribes Eastern students as moned before the Court made to seven colleges known to have
student codes and asked for their
"funny, but in a nice way." up of students their age.
impression of the effectiveness
Ray, a University of. Kentucky
Who would want his peers to of a student court, their politransfer, is a drazfta major. This decide how strong the punishis his first experience with ment should be? It didn't seem cies, and the formulation of their
dormitory life and finds that fair that one student or a group codes. These colleges are: Uniliving with so many othet peo- of students should be eligible versity of Indiana; Vanderbilt
ple is the biggest adjustment to hold that much power. Stu- University; University of Colohe must make.
«- dents were against the Student rado ; Massachusetts State
Teachers College; Texas ChrisA Junior transfer student, Code and its Student Court.
University; Claremont ColJanice Craig, seems to express
Why, for the past three or tian
a universal opinion among lour years, have other students lege ;; and Southern University
transfer students when she been laying the foundation for' Student Government Associa
states that an orientation pro- a Student Code and trying to tlon.
gram should be set up for them, influence collegians to accept it?
Future Plans
Janice is from Midway Junloi
As soon as these letters are
Getting A Bettor Deal
College. Midway.
received the Committee will
The
Student
Code
Committee
Dennis derm, a Freshman feels that every student has cer- study the methods employed by
from Erlanger, simply feels that tain rights that shouldn't be other colleges. They will study
Eastern is "OK."
overlooked or disregarded. This their opinions and compile exDarrell Aldridge, a Freshseeks to Identify, to de- isting campus procedures and
man agriculture major from Code
and to guarantee these policies set up by the other
Shelbyvtue, was another of the termine,
rights. The students will be colleges mentioned above.
new students who were awed aware of their rights because
Tnts committee also hopes to
by the hospitality of Eastern. each will be Issued a booklet as make available to the Student
However, it seems that his rnair soon as the Code is approved Body an explanation of the Studifficulty is a result of this
dent Codes and the function of
and put into effect.
friendliness on campus.
the Student Court in order to
He can never find a telephone - Since the student body is in- clear up any questions that may
terdependent, each of us is exthat is not in use, and believes pected
to value and to protect arise.
very strongly that more phones the welfare of all concerned.
The Committee hopes the
should be installed In the dorm- The Code can only be effective students will take enough interitories.
Interested students, so your est to find out what the Code
From the enthusiastic atti- 1 by
suggestions and criticisms would is and how a Student Court can
tudes of these and other new '• be greatly appreciated.
benefit them* The student costudents in response to thetr
operation in implementing the
Who's Who
• opinions of Eastern, it seems
Eight people constitute the Code will help unite the stulikely that they will have few 1 Student Code committee. Its dent body.
problems adjusting to life- on
. our campus. It, also, is evident
that they will be a benefit to
Eastern as Eastern is in turn
beneficial to them.

When you can't
afford to be dull,
sharpen your wits
with NoDozTM
NoDoz Keep Alert Tablets fight off
the hazy, lazy feelings of mental
sluggishness. NoDoz helps restore
your natural mental vitality...helps
quicken physical reactions. You become more naturally alert to people
and conditions around you. Yet
NoDoz is as safe as coffee. Anytime
.. .when you can't afford to be dull
sharpen your wits with NoDoz.

Signup With
Placement Office1

When you purchase

PRESCRIPTION EYEGLASSES
CONTACT LENSES

MONFRIED OPTICAL
135 W. Short

atleen

. <

SAFE AS COFFEE

Give Your Cor a Chance to Start! — Buy

ARTtC FLOW GAS GUARD
25c
Stops Line Freeze Up
Removes water from carburetor, gas line.
fuel pump.

WESTERN AUTO
Behind the Courthouse

m

Ph. 254-6583

Knlts

FOR SPRING
HAVE ARRIVED!

SEPARATES
1.98 to 5.98

Smant Sfofi,
COLLEGE - CAREER
N. Second St.

While We Redecorate
1. YOU CAN SAVE $15.05
Our regular $35 Classic Blazers
Are now reduced to $19.95
2. YOU CAN SAVE $3.00
Our regular $9.95 Orion and Wool Slacks
Are now reduced to $6.95

Palmer And Clay
Hold Open House

Open house introduced the
It Is very Important for you
to sign-up with the Placement public to multi-million-dollar
Bureau in the immediate tw t Palmer and Sidney Clay halls on
the expanding Eastern campus
ture.
Sunday.
,
On-campuB interviews are
The public wis invited to tour
continuing in the Placement
Office and all graduating sen- with student, guides the two
iors should take advantage buildings at simultaneous open
houses, according to President
of these opportunities to interview with numerous re- Martin. Ceremonies of the day
cruiters from industry, bust-' pogan with a luncheon at 12:30
ness, and school systems p.m. honoring Louisville banker
throughout the United State*.
Sidney Clay and Mrs. Clay

Lexington

3. YOU CAN SAVE $6.00
Our regular $25.95 Zip-in Zip-out Liner
Raincoats... or* now reduced to $19.95

State senator and Mrs. Wilson
Palmer of Cynthlana.
Others attending were representatives of the contractors,
Hargett Construction Company,
Lexington (Clay HaU), and
White and Congleton, Lexington
(Palmer); architects Lewis and
Henry, Lexington (Clay), and
Brock, Johnson k Romanowitz,
Lexington (Palmer>; together
with representatives of w faculty and administration.
Sidney Clay Hall, the women's dormitory for 420 students
Is 11 stories high on a site facing Kit Carson Drive Just behind Burnam Hall. Clay Hall
contains a cafeteria along; with
lounges and an outdoor patio.
Cost was about S2 million.
The new elght-atory men's
dormitory, Palmer Hall, Is located at the corner of Park and
Kit Carson Drives. Ra cost was
$1,125,000 and it houses more
than 300 men students.
Both new dormitories are modern In design and are air-conditioned. They are the ninth and
tenth new dormitories completed
at Eastern since 1960.

4. YOU CAN SAVE $2.00
Our regular $6.95 Slim-Trim Umbrellas
Are now reduced to $4.95
5. YOU CAN FIND THESE GOODIES AT:

S TUX SHOP
113 East High

Phone 252-1957

LANTER MOTOR CO. To Europe
218 WEST IRVINE STREET
Below $100
Just Around the Corner from the Court House

Specialists in Motor Tune-Up,
Carbureator and Ignition Work,
Also Transmission and
General Repair.
"The Small Shop with the Big Reputation"

Dial 623-4434

ONE HR. CLEANERS
CORNER NORTH SECOND & IRVINE ST.
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY
VERNON "PETE" NOLAND, MGR.

— SPECIALS! Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
Trousers, Skirts, Sweaters,
Jackets, Sport Coats
She's head over wheels
for the man in trim,
smartly-styled
Farah Slacks.
fAAAH MANUFACTURING CO., INC. • EL PAW, TEXAS

4 fdf $1.49

anev K
Mildew-Proof
Mothproof anO/
Everything We DVy
SPECIAL EVERY DAY!
FOR 98c
SHIRTS LAUNDERED. 27c
■ III I "I ■ I

Your summer in Europe for less
than |100 (including transportation). For the first time in
travel history you can buy directly from the Tour Wholesaler
saving you countless .dollars.
Job offers may also be obtained with no str.ings attached. For
a "do-it-yourself' pamphlet with
jobs, discount tours and applications send SI (for material,
handling, air mail) to Dept- W.,
International Travel list., 68
Herrengasse, Vaduz, Liechtenstein (Switzerland).

I love you for your beauty, for your overwhelming
charm, for your . . .
I'll get you a VALENTINE present at

(jft^T)
WALGREEN AGENCY DRUG STORE
2nd & Main
Richmond, Ky.

Cupid'slChoice
JETT AND HALL STORES HAVE
THE PERFECT VALENTINE GIFT
FOR THAT SPECIAL SOMEONE.
SHOP JETT & HALL STORES FOR
YOUR VALENTINE GIFTS.
' rr i

&

TApSHNi

200 & 214 West Main Street
Richmond, Kentucky

','

